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AWI-wichtigste Daten 
Sea ice concentration September 1986 vs. 2007: 

University of Illinois – The Cryosphere Today 



AWI-wichtigste Daten 
Consequences of less sea ice 

Gammarus wilkitzkii 



AWI-wichtigste Daten 

Sea ice extent experiences strong interannual 
variability related to atmspheric forcing: 

Haas & Eicken, 
2001 



Adjoint sensitivity: Ice area contributions 2005- 2007 

courtesy Frank Kauker, 
AWI/OASys 

Target variable:  
Sea ice extent in 
September 2007, 

Aice(tend). 

Model initialized in 
March 2007.  

Input: Initial and 
surface boundary 

conditions (monthly) 

Adjoint sensitivities: 
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Greenland 

On-ice flow 

Norway 

Off-ice flow 

Flow Regimes in the  Svalbard/Greenland Region 

Svalbard Strong Convective Boundary Layer 

Stable Boundary Layer 

courtesy Christof 
Lüpkes, AWI 





Cold air outbreak, result of the model LM of the German Weather Service 
Near-surface heat fluxes (W/m2) 

Wacker et al. (2005, BLM) 

1000 km 

         initial phase           after 5 days 

Svalbard 



Response to sea ice concentration anomalies 

ADJF(1994 - 1996) – ADJF(1964 – 1966) 

Sea ice 
concentration 
from ocean-sea 
ice hindcast 
simulation(NC
EP forcing)  
with NAOSIM 

Gerdes, 2006 



Response to sea ice concentration anomalies 

SLPJF(95) – SLPJF(65) 

Ensemble mean 
difference from 40 

years of GFDL AM1 
integration 

Consistent with results 
from Alexander et al., 

2004; Deser et al., 
2004; Magnusdottir et 

al., 2004 



Impact of ice thickness anomlies 
hDJF(1994 - 1996) – hDJF(1964 – 1966) 

Gerdes, 2006 



Impact of ice thickness anomlies 
Net upward surface heat flux 

anomaly 
SAT anomaly (thin ice case – 

thick ice case) 

Gerdes, 2006 



Impact of ice thickness anomlies 

SLPJF(95) – SLPJF (65) 
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No seasonal predictability 



No interannual predictability 



       Coupled regional Atmosphere-Ocean-Sea Ice Model 

 Courtesy Klaus Dethloff 



HIRHAM response to sea ice anomalies 
JGR, 2006 

Differences of  
sea ice concentration,  
sea ice thickness,  
sea surface temperature  

between the data computed 
from the Naval 
Postgraduate School (NPS) 
ice-ocean model and 
ERA15 data (‘‘NPS minus 
ERA15’’),  

for mean winter (DJF) 
1979–1993. 



HIRHAM: heat flux vs. ice concentration 
Rinke et al., JGR, 
2006 

Sea ice fraction difference HIRHAM nps – era15  
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fraction change   
DJF 1979–1993 



HIRHAM: SAT and SLP response 

Rinke et al., JGR, 2006 



HIRHAM: Geopotential response 

Rinke et al., JGR, 
2006 

winter 

summer 

250 hPa 500 hPa 



Conclusions from HIRHAM experiments 

The direct thermodynamic response in winter is limited to about 800hPa. The specification of 
the winter marginal sea ice zone is important for the simulation of regional circulation patterns 
and atmospheric temperature profiles.  

Ice thickness has an Arctic-wide response in the large-scale circulation.  

During summer, the thermodynamic effect of sea ice changes is small, but the dynamic 
response is still important. 

Recommend that atmospheric simulations specify the SST/sea ice fraction and the spatial 
distribution of sea ice thickness realistically, esp. in winter. 

Adapted from Rinke et al., JGR, 2006 



Sea ice is a very inhomogenous 
surface, both in terms of heat and 

momentum exchange 



„ridges“ at  floe edges 

Parameterization of atmospheric surfacedrag in the marginal sea 
ice zone 



Rinke and Saha, 2005, priv.com.  

2m air temperature mean sea level pressure 

Differences in temperature and SLP.  
Model results with new roughness subtracted from model 
results with old roughness. HIRHAM results for April 2003 



‚non-organized‘ leads, Barents Sea, April 2003  

‚organized‘ Arctic leads, April 2003 Leads 

Courtesy Christof Lüpkes 
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Lüpkes et al., 2008 



Microscale non-eddy resolving model 
with new turbulence closure 

pot. temperature sensible heat flux 

surface wind 
weak 
wind 

medium 
wind 

strong 
wind 

Lead width: 1km 

In this case: 
Surface flux from single leads: 180 W/m2 

Effect on temperature: a few tenth of a degree 
(agrees with Walter et al., 1995) 

Lead contributes to stabilizing of ABL 

Lüpkes et al., 
JGR, 2008  



10 m temperature as a function of sea ice  concentration 
(after 2 days and 12 hours of simulation) 

1 % change  in  sea ice concentration 
 results in 1- 3.5 K change 
 in ABL temperature 

Lüpkes et al. GRL, 2008 



Summary 

•  Ice concentration (presence of leads) determines 
local ocean-atmosphere heat fluxes and stability of 
ABL. 

•  Sea ice thickness important over larger areas and 
for months to seasons (initialization of ocean-sea 
ice-atmosphere systems). 

•  Surface structure of sea ice (roughness, albedo, 
heat capacity) is very variable and enters 
exchanges of heat and momentum. 


